Determination of optimally resolving gel concentration and migration time (path) in gel electrophoresis.
The notion of a mathematically defined optimally resolving gel concentration for components of a pair of molecular species of any given size was developed by Rodbard et al. (Electrophoresis and Isoelectric Focusing on Polyacrylamide Gel, pp. 28-62, de Gruyter, Berlin, 1974) 21 years ago. The mathematical treatment was incorporated into a computer program (T-OPT) for mainframe computers which upon input of the slope and intercept on the mobility axis of the Ferguson plots of the two components, electrophoresis time and temperature, yielded plots of resolution vs gel concentration. The same algorithms were later incorporated into the program ELPHOFIT for personal computers. Ideality of diffusion spreading and zero initial zone width were assumed along with a Gaussian peak distribution and an equal area for both components. Moreover, these programs failed to respond to the practical question of the migration time (or path) required for the resolution at the optimal gel concentration, although an independent program predicting the course of resolution under the assumption of free diffusion band spreading in gels (DAR-001) had been devised by Rodbard for application in preparative elution-PAGE. The present work advances the technology for predicting resolving conditions by presenting a computer program which allows the user (i) to predict the gel concentration which is optimal for obtaining the desired degree of resolution at any migration time, (ii) to prescribe the minimal degree of resolution between two band distributions one wishes to achieve, and (iii) to predict the migration time (or path) required at the optimal gel concentration for the resolution of the two components. The program is written in MATLAB and can be used by any computer that supports MATLAB language.